WHAT DO
STUDENTS THINK OF
GRAND RIVER HOSPITAL?
From 2019-2020 over 850 student learners worked in GRH. Here's what they had to say:

LEARNING ENVIRONMENT
94% of respondents said that their supervisor
created a supportive learning environment where
they could safely ask questions and take initiative.
"My placement coordinator created opportunities for me to test my skills, learn about
best practices, and experience meaningful patient care. She challenged me to learn
as much as I could with my time at GRH"

PART OF A TEAM
50% of respondents said that they felt that the
people they worked with accepted them and
made the feel like they belonged to a team.
"All the nurses that I worked with were so kind and open to showing us new skills
and answering our questions! They would give us as many learning as possible and for
the most part were supportive of helping us and making us feel supported to try new
things. Very positive and fun workplace that is professional and educational, I saw tons
of great patient care that I could learn from and look up to!"

SAFETY ON THE JOB
96% of respondents said they felt they had access
to all the required personal protective equipment
to complete their placement safely and efficiently.
"Overall, an excellent experience and considering that we
are living in a pandemic, I felt safe and appreciative of being
able to learn in a clinical setting."

CONFIDENCE
76% of respondents felt confident about going into
the workforce after their placement.
"I felt that it was a comfortable and safe environment to
learn in. It would be a privilege to be able to work
somewhere within the facility someday.

RECOMMENDATIONS
94% of respondents would recommend a
placement at Grand River Hospital to their peers.
"I work at GRH and this is my second clinical placement. I
am exceptionally grateful and would highly recommend
this hospital to my peers. Incredible learning experience."

ADDITIONAL FEEDBACK
Below are a few additional comments from our students:
"Overall, my experience was exceptional. I thoroughly enjoyed my time on the unit, I
learned more on the clinical unit than any textbook could have taught me. Therefore,
with the help of my tutor and my own competency and growth throughout the
semester I feel extremely prepared and ready for what the future is going to bring."
"Overall, I have a good impression about GRH and hope to work in the future this
facility. Also, my instructor was so nice and professional. I have learned many things."

CONTACT US AT
student.coordinator@grhosp.on.ca

